REAP THE BENEFITS OF AWS CLOUD
WITH THE AWS MIGRATION SERVICES BY CDW

Migration and Planning Services (MAPS)

Migration made simple

Growth in cloud-based services and infrastructure means organizations are
finding it harder to plan and implement complex technology, especially in the
cloud. CDW will help you strategize, assess, adopt and integrate securely
and seamlessly to the cloud. Migration and Planning Services (MAPS) is a
comprehensive suite of consultative planning options to help your business
gracefully and effectively move the right workloads to the cloud.

Determining how to shift your workloads
to the cloud can be overwhelming to
do on your own. Through our partner
community, AWS provides data-backed
insights to drive smarter migrations so
that projects take minutes or hours-instead of weeks or months. AWS
Partners are professional services
firms that help organizations of all types
and sizes accelerate their journey to
the cloud; AWS Professional Services
can help evolve your organization
into a service-based model. And AWS
Microsoft Workloads Competency
Partners identify the most qualified
vendors for migrating and modernizing
your Windows-based applications
to AWS. By leveraging our dedicated
partners, programs, and training, you
don’t need to staff your business with
technical resources to make it all happen.

CDW eases the transition related to migration and helps with the critical
elements of optimization, cost, experience, management, support and
more. CDW provides a comprehensive suite of options based on your needs
and where you are on your migration journey. CDW will take a consultative
approach to helping with your transition. We will take the time to learn about
your business, your challenges and your goals. Armed with that knowledge,
we will create a graceful and efficient migration strategy.

Benefits
•

Application Modernization
Moving your applications to the cloud gives you the speed and agility
you seek for your customers and your coworkers. However, there
are some applications that seem too big, too complicated and too
entrenched to be moved. With CDW’s Application Modernization,
turn your legacy applications into small, manageable microservices,
containerizing them and gracefully moving them to the cloud.

•

Migration and Planning Service (MAPS)
Put an end to one-size-fits-all subscription models, resource-heavy
datacenter management, and inefficient manual processes. Meet
business demands more cost-effectively with pay-as-you-go
pricing, task automation, and access to a migration support team.
Businesses save an average of 31% in infrastructure costs by moving
to AWS.

•

Reduce up-front and long-term investments
CDW eases the transition related to migration and helps with the
critical elements of optimization, cost, experience, management,
support and more. CDW provides a comprehensive suite of options
based on your needs and where you are on your migration journey.

Migration and Planning
Services (MAPS)
Migration and Planning Services (MAPS)
is a comprehensive suite of consultative
planning options to help your business
gracefully and effectively move the right
workloads to the cloud.
Migration Adviser is a high-touch
consultative service which will provide
you with both industry best practices and
custom strategies and information based
on your unique business.
Migration Consultant takes this to a
whole new level using the very best tools
and talents in the industry to provide you
with an actionable deliverable.
Migration Director puts it all together,
combining Advisor and Consultant and
then doing the work, moving you and the
workloads that work best in the cloud, up
to the cloud.

Navigate your unique
migration journey with
comprehensive support
Small and mid-sized businesses operating on aging hardware
and strained IT staff have found a better way to store, protect,
and recover their data by adopting cloud technology—
leveling the playing field with larger organizations. AWS helps
businesses migrate to the cloud at their own pace without
making changes to underlying architecture. Managed cloud
services remove the limitations that on-prem and collocated
datacenters present, including skill set shortages, long lead
times for new hardware, and the security risks that come with
outdated IT infrastructure.
The advantages don’t stop there. Whether you are running
Windows or SAP on AWS, we have the experience to help. Get
more from your investments as AWS offers access to skill
set training and a complete software, services, support, and
partner ecosystem. Our right-sized approach will help you
fully realize the benefits of the cloud and meet your goals, from
cost-effective operations to a more flexible work environment.

Resources
Prioritize cloud for your business
AWS offers scalability, security, and savings for businesses
of any size.

Migration Evaluator
Build a data-driven business case for AWS.

To learn more about AWS Cloud Migration
Services, contact your account manager.
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